Forum:Pheromone Reviews - Real People - Real Reviews
Thread: Best glace combos
dsouza - April 18, 2012, 9:33 pm

Anyone?
Combinations and dosages please.
dsouza
MangoEruption - April 18, 2012, 9:51 pm

Damn! You beat me to it! Lol, I was wondering the same thing. It's as if some of the best
combos/pherobombs out there use glacÃƒÂ© as a social lubricant. So far I've just begun having fun
with my glacÃƒÂ© and corpo combo at work and seems to be giving me a confidence boost.
dsouza - April 18, 2012, 9:55 pm

Mango Eruption, what kinda dosages are you using and what have you noticed in terms of
interaction?
MangoEruption - April 18, 2012, 10:22 pm

(04-18-2012 8:55 PM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;Mango Eruption, what kinda dosages are you using
and what have you noticed in terms of interaction?
Keep in mind I'm still getting a feel for this as I received them last thursday as a noob. So far I've
only used this mix at work:
2 sprays GlacÃƒÂ©
2 sprays Corporativo
When at work, I've noticed people just seem to take me a bit more seriously. But when I throw a
joke out there or try to start up a convo they let out a somewhat relaxing facial expression, smile and
start talking to you. Def gives you respect, you just gotta say "hi" and their ready to converse.
Data4 - April 19, 2012, 2:41 am

Glace and AM are a good combo. Dosage is subjective, but I usually go 2-3 sprays of AM and 4-5
sprays of Glace. All mine are unscented, and I use a cover. My method is to spray the mones first,
wait about 10 minutes, then spray the cover.
captain_alex - April 19, 2012, 2:45 am

Hm one of the killer-combos for picking up girls in nightlife (by that I mean I feel like the king of the
world when wearing this):
3 Drops TL Oil
2-3 Sprays AM
3-5 Sprays of Glace
Works like hell. I was in a bar yesterday with 3 girls and 2 other guys. One of the girls was IM-ing
with her bf on her Smartphone, the other two were close to fight each other because they wanted to
talk to me so much. The one which sat next to me was very touchy too (she's totally the oppopsite
usually).
This mix also has a cool effect on guys: One of the two guys is a really bad ass guy, typical alpha

male. He has built up much more muscles than I have but he treated me like an equal work-out
buddy or something, felt really cool
Just my 2 cents
greets
alex
dsouza - April 19, 2012, 4:19 am

As people know from my previous posts TL didn't work out for me too well.
I have AM and its one of my favorites.
Perhaps Glace Am will be my first combo.
Given the fact that I usually go out for daytime pickups what dosages would your recommend?
I was thinking the Am would have to be toned down. But I am just over 40 but look 30.
captain_alex - April 19, 2012, 4:26 am

(04-19-2012 3:19 AM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;As people know from my previous posts TL didn't work
out for me too well.
I have AM and its one of my favorites.
Perhaps Glace Am will be my first combo.
Given the fact that I usually go out for daytime pickups what dosages would your recommend?
I was thinking the Am would have to be toned down. But I am just over 40 but look 30.
Hmm that's a tricky one... I'm nearly the complete opposite, 19y.o. and mostly nighttime
Dosage hm you'll have to experiment, but AM / Glace are hard (Glace almost impossible I think ) to
overdose.
Try with 1 or 2 sprays of AM and if it doesn't work, add one spray.
3-5 Sprays Glace should work, as I said it's almost impossible to overdose.
That's it IMHO but I have no experience with daytime PU, I'm looking forward to hear other opinions

greets
alex
Xanderain - April 19, 2012, 12:53 pm

2-3 Glace (on the arms) and 2 sprays of AM is a good start. Sometimes I'll add 2 sprays of Wolf to
the arms, if I want a chill laid back vibe, or add a few dabs of New Pheromone Additive on the
cheeks to really kick it up a notch.
The girl I'm dating right now seems to respond VERY well to AM. Very cuddly. ;)
eyeofra - April 19, 2012, 2:18 pm

Glace Mixes with everything!
Glace + 20-40mcg Androstadienone is a good starting point for alot of mixes. . . Look at as3's
combos
2 drops Wolf + 6 Glace + 30mcg Androstadienone
3 drops N.P.A. + 6 Glace + 30mcg Androstadienone
3 sprays AM + 6 Glace + 30mcg Androstadienone
Glace + Aqua Vitae is fun, I've worn that to work a few times hehe. (3 sp L.S. Fastburn Glace + 5
drops AV)
Glace + AM is famous, everyone has to try it. (6 Glace or 3 Fastburn Glace + 1-3 AM)
Personally +AM is the Glace combo I use the most. I adjust the proportions for the situation, and
sometimes steer it with some Androstadienone, or combo it with TL or Erox.
personally:
3 Light Silicone Fastburn Glace + 1-3 AM + 3 sprays TL / 5 drops TL
3 L.S. Fastburn Glace + 1-3 AM + 2-3 Erox
3 L.S. Fastburn Glace + 1-3 AM + 20-40mcg Androstadienone
1 AM in daytime 2-3 AM at night
Have a good one,
Ra
thundr - April 19, 2012, 4:39 pm

great info guys.
possible dumb question from a noob here but how long do these combos usually last before you
have to reapply?
Say you goto dinner at 6 with fresh application. Clubs are usually open till about 2 and any
afterparty is even later. Do yall take travel mixes in your pocket for reapplication during the evening
and are they the same as those you apply early evening?
Apologies for so many inquiries but I'm really trying to get a scope of this pheromone thing so when
I get my first shipment I'm good to go.
Sptsmed - April 19, 2012, 4:52 pm

Get a couple of tins of altoids and dump out the breath mints. Those make great carriers for your to
go mixes and generally you can fit three in one tin. I always tape some tissue on the bottom and the
top so they do not rattle in your pocket LOL. That is the best thing that I have found, easy to carry
three, good leak protection and handy
It depends on which pheromones you are wearing as well as what their composition is to determine
when or how often to apply. I would say that alcohol based mones generally I apply every two to
three hours. Oil based I pretty much rock the whole night without having to reapply.
thundr - April 19, 2012, 5:39 pm

Fantastic advice. Much appreciated.
So on ethanol mixes, do you reapply the same dose as you did 2-3 hours beforehand?
I'll stay on topic here, say you were to shoot 3 sprays of fb Glace on neck. In 2-3 hours would

another 3 shots be reapplied or would one shot be a proper refresher? or is it a matter of situational
opinion?
Thanks for fielding some of these questions. I spent the last couple days learning about all of the
different molecules, products, companies and effects but I forgot to learn how to use the damn
things!
My shipment is going to come in and I'm going to unwrap it, know everything about it, then stare at
it because I have no idea how to use it.
shadowknight - April 19, 2012, 6:01 pm

(04-19-2012 4:39 PM)thundr Wrote: &nbsp;Fantastic advice. Much appreciated.
So on ethanol mixes, do you reapply the same dose as you did 2-3 hours beforehand?
I'll stay on topic here, say you were to shoot 3 sprays of fb Glace on neck. In 2-3 hours would
another 3 shots be reapplied or would one shot be a proper refresher? or is it a matter of situational
opinion?
Thanks for fielding some of these questions. I spent the last couple days learning about all of the
different molecules, products, companies and effects but I forgot to learn how to use the damn
things!
My shipment is going to come in and I'm going to unwrap it, know everything about it, then stare at
it because I have no idea how to use it.
it depends on taste
a social i usually refresh what i started with
also none products tend to last longer than social alcohol products
FUNNER - April 19, 2012, 7:26 pm

(04-19-2012 4:39 PM)thundr Wrote: &nbsp;So on ethanol mixes, do you reapply the same dose as
you did 2-3 hours beforehand?
I'll stay on topic here, say you were to shoot 3 sprays of fb Glace on neck. In 2-3 hours would
another 3 shots be reapplied or would one shot be a proper refresher? or is it a matter of situational
opinion?
Thanks for fielding some of these questions. I spent the last couple days learning about all of the
different molecules, products, companies and effects but I forgot to learn how to use the damn
things!
Hey thundr welcome. Here is a really good dime drop by Chris on this.
Ideally wash it off due to conversion....
RE: Chris's Review of Glace
02-25-2012 10:56 PM
"Chris, where does the current glace fall on your silicone % scale in comparison to the numbers you
posted about for cold and hot climates.. Is it 10% thickened, etc.?"
right now there is a mix of three different dimethicones (thickeners) one is 5 centistoke, one is 50
centistoke, and one is 1000 centistoke.
I'm looking at eliminating the 5 and 50 centistokes, and keeping the 1000 centistoke (only the 1000
cst thickener was used in the original base)
Looking at it from the point of one thickener, it's currently thickened to 5 or 6%, so it's basically like

an oil which at temps of 50-100 degrees F, has good diffusion overall. It's designed currently for
maximum effect for 30 minutes, followed by a linear release for about 10 hours.
This current formula does not work well in very cold or very hot climates. In cold climates, it doesn't
diffuse. In hot climates, the sweat washes past the silicone layer on the skin and it rubs off.
The original base was 3% thickener. The batch of glace I am making now is this base, it's a happy
medium for hot or cold climates, and it's ideal for 65-95 degrees farinheit.
This formula should last 6 hours instead of 10, and will be more intense, hence not requiring as
many sprays, but requiring more re-applications throughout the day.
Also, and this is important. Before you reapply, make sure to wash the old application thoroughly
with warm water & soap. Some pheromones in the mix evaporate faster than others. So unless you
wash first you are spraying an optimized mix of pheromones onto a skin point which has an
unbalanced ratio of residual pheromones, therefore causing erratic results.
I'm going to start a new thread which discusses tips to maximize the performance of our products,
with information such as seen above and earlier in this thread.
P.S. I don't mind criticism. It helps me refine my products and my company so I can maximize the
number of happy, satisfied customers Wink
dbot - April 19, 2012, 8:37 pm

Here's a hot tip: pick up a canister of Lauricidin monolaurin pellets (these cost about &#36;20 on
Amazon) and drop exactly two pellets in a 5mL sprayer of your favorite alcohol-based mix/fragrance.
Shake it until the pellets are dissolved, and let it rest at least overnight.
I've found that dispersion becomes both longer-lasting and more even, meaning that the differential
between heavy molecules and light molecules is lessened. Monolaurin is also antibacterial, and
seems to be very effective at preventing conversion of nol/Androstadienone /etc into Androstenone
on the skin.
thundr - April 19, 2012, 9:53 pm

Quote:it depends on taste
a social i usually refresh what i started with
also none products tend to last longer than social alcohol products -shadowknight
Makes total sense. I assume it would keep effects even as well especially on the social front? 3
sprays start, 1 spray, 2 sprays end= roller coaster of effects? 3 spray start, 3 spray refresh, 3 spray
end= more effect consistency during evening?
Quote:Hey thundr welcome. Here is a really good dime drop by Chris on this.
Ideally wash it off due to conversion.... -FUNNER
I love reading the chemistry side of this pheromone thing. Great find. Thank you
Quote:Here's a hot tip: pick up a canister of Lauricidin monolaurin pellets (these cost about &#36;20
on Amazon) and drop exactly two pellets in a 5mL sprayer of your favorite alcohol-based
mix/fragrance. Shake it until the pellets are dissolved, and let it rest at least overnight. -dbot
Great tip man. Thanks, def gonna take you up on that one for sure. Makes sense. Yet another
marvelous use for the coconut.

thundr - April 19, 2012, 9:59 pm

I'd like to thank dsouza for letting me hijack his thread for a second so I can learn. I prolly should
have started a new thread but it kinda snowballed on me the more questions you guys answered for
me new ones popped up. Thanks everyone for your patience.
dsouza - April 20, 2012, 12:08 am

I like the way this thread is going.... We could all have some better understanding how to work this
magic Glace into combos....
dsouza - April 20, 2012, 7:57 pm

(04-19-2012 1:18 PM)eyeofra Wrote: &nbsp;Glace Mixes with everything!
Glace + 20-40mcg Androstadienone is a good starting point for alot of mixes. . . Look at as3's
combos
2 drops Wolf + 6 Glace + 30mcg Androstadienone
3 drops N.P.A. + 6 Glace + 30mcg Androstadienone
3 sprays AM + 6 Glace + 30mcg Androstadienone
Glace + Aqua Vitae is fun, I've worn that to work a few times hehe. (3 sp L.S. Fastburn Glace + 5
drops AV)
Glace + AM is famous, everyone has to try it. (6 Glace or 3 Fastburn Glace + 1-3 AM)
Personally +AM is the Glace combo I use the most. I adjust the proportions for the situation, and
sometimes steer it with some Androstadienone, or combo it with TL or Erox.
personally:
3 Light Silicone Fastburn Glace + 1-3 AM + 3 sprays TL / 5 drops TL
3 L.S. Fastburn Glace + 1-3 AM + 2-3 Erox
3 L.S. Fastburn Glace + 1-3 AM + 20-40mcg Androstadienone
1 AM in daytime 2-3 AM at night
Have a good one,
Ra
Can you tell me what kinda hits you notice from Am Glace TL combo? you seem to be dosing
awefully high, I am afraid of OD these days. Even 1 spray of AM in daytime seems to get me
aggression from other guys. TL has always cut off my balls. Glace is still in transport and can't
await for it to arrive.
I don't have Androstadienone and I use slow burn glace or regular formula its called.
Any tips for me? I really liked the interaction I got and the kinda women Am +TL hit but after
repeated use I detailed in other posts it was killing my sex drive and making me timid in voice and
also fat.
Nowadays I take HGH supplements and am kinda turning back the clock. Even my sex drive is
ramped up. I'm wondering if I'll eventually be able to get away with the TL going forward once I
seem to grow younger with this HGH supplementation.
eyeofra - April 21, 2012, 1:16 pm

(04-20-2012 6:57 PM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;Can you tell me what kinda hits you notice from Am
Glace TL combo? you seem to be dosing awefully high, I am afraid of OD these days. Even 1
spray of AM in daytime seems to get me aggression from other guys. TL has always cut off my

balls.
Hehe dosing is an individual thing. Something that would OD person A might be person B's
sweetspot. The ratio between components of the mix is more important than the amount of that mix
applied. It's very subjective, I just use what works for me. Regular Glace will work fine, just use
more of it like as3.
With this mix I don't get much aggression from males, more like condescension. Imagine people
looking down their nose at you. I think the TL and Glace are making me appear slightly beta to
other males. But this effect is negated by the effects on the females, and why are we really wearing
these pheromones anyway ?
AM + Glace + TL is a good mix for certain applications, and if you don't mind being treated beta by
some Average Frustrated Chump (who most-likely resents all the female attention you're getting) it's
the cat's meow. With the women it creates comfort and attraction; they feel like you're relationship
material AND you turn them on to boot. Expect a deep conversation. Don't be suprised when
women talk about relationships alot when you're wearing this mix hehe.
About the "ball cutting TL" I have no clue. I don't use TL very often, maybe once a week (it's in my
rotation). But it sounds like you're on the right track, HGH is the ultimate! Maybe add some
yohimbe and horny goat weed to your supplementation on TL days, they are very effective hehehe.
Have a good one!
Ra
dsouza - April 21, 2012, 1:47 pm

If you had to pick an actor to represent AM TL Glace combo who would it be? It is my
understanding that a beta mix may turn on some women but if it leaves you with no drive alpha men
will walk over you and try to pick up the girl your with or even start a fight maybe even physical. A
real man possesses strength in personality to protect a woman.
How old are you Eyeofra?
eyeofra - April 22, 2012, 12:56 am

I'm 23 why do you ask? Hehe
Uhhm ill have to think about the actor for abit, nothing pops into the forefront.
Haha they'll try, but she'll be fixated on you and blow the supposed alpha dude off. Simply put, the
guys without 'mones can't compete with you.
If they try and get physical, and you've failed to verbally disarm him, step diagonally past them and
step on the side of their knee (not the front - the side, we don't want to cripple them, just subdue
them). This will make him go to one knee and rotate slightly. Just grab a rear naked choke (or a arm
triangle) and ask him if he wants to go outside or go to sleep. I'm usually just about popping his
head offa his shoulders with the choke by this time and they choose "outside". Then just fling his
sorry ass out the door and slam it behind him. Usually the bouncer is right there, and you can tell
him "you're welcome - he was going to cause trouble"
And remember, if you get in a fight, it should be over in ten seconds with you walking away from an
unconscious opponent. Then LEAVE!
eyeofra - April 22, 2012, 1:51 am

I've been in too many fights. . . Better to avoid them. That last post was just my testosterone talking
LOL
extraballislit - April 22, 2012, 2:02 am

A random girl you have just met in a club is not worth a fistfight that can end in an unexpected way...
dsouza - April 22, 2012, 10:16 am

EyeofRa
I was asking your age because you say you don't have the negative effects of TL.. Now I know
why.. Your testosterone is at its peak.
I'm slightly over 40 so I am in an opposite position and TL can leave me ballless.
Interestingly enough when I was in my 20's I was heavily into MMA before it became mainstream, in
fact in the Gracies days
Well I will have to give this Glace Am TL combo a whirl one of these days. I take HGH now.. I
wonder how Glace Am does on its own. What is different about it than the combo prior? Is it that
you just don't talk about relationships. With glace what kind of subjects come up?
I notice with TL its all about relationships subjects.
eyeofra - April 22, 2012, 11:02 am

Nice! I love those old-school bare knuckle UFC fights with Gracie ear slapping the crap outta people
LOL.
Yea what is it about TL that makes relationships the topic of 1/2 your conversation? The women
must see you as honest trustworthy "relationship material".
AM + Glace is a classic combo. Without TL the mix is more Alpha, depending on the AM:Glace
ratio you're using. The Glace (in my experience) can overpower the AM if the ratio is too far to
Glace's side. It's subjective, you'll hone in on the proportions that work for you.
(I have full sized and sample bottles, so I can tweak my ratio's by half sprays; I just tend to go with
whole sprays. But sometimes that extra half spray of AM really makes a difference in the aura you're
projecting)
As to it's effects, it really depends on the ratio. Glace heavy and it's talk, talk talk, talk, you're really
cool, talk talk talk . . . AM heavy and it's stares and abrupt conversations tainted by intimidation. Just
right and it's the cat's meow, conversation flows with the attraction there in the background.
Hehe I DID say "and if you've failed to verbally disarm him" extraballislit. Although, that said, I do
tend to grab the bull by the horns.
Ra
thundr - April 22, 2012, 9:12 pm

Quote:I've been in too many fights. . . Better to avoid them. Amen. Often is a no win situation even if
you are left standing. Not everyone fights fair either. Those honorable days are over. Bottles over
the head, multiple assailants, being stabbed is no fun and pretty scary. Alot of scars and stories =
not worth it.
Quote:Interestingly enough when I was in my 20's I was heavily into MMA before it became

mainstream, in fact in the Gracies days Sweet same here. Guy I took jit from studied directly under
Rickson. He was a badass in his day. But alas we are all dinosaurs now. My jit is so rusty now I
couldn't roll my way off a table. lol
Quote:I love those old-school bare knuckle UFC fights with Gracie ear slapping the crap outta
people LOL. My fav was Gracie kidney kick from guard. Hurts n hurts for days.. I know. lol
Perhaps AM + Glace + A-dienone as an alternative? Maybe its the equillin in TL thats having
emasculating effects?
Pheroman - April 22, 2012, 9:37 pm

Many years ago i did some martial arts, with lots of grappling/ground fighting with some guys who
were active military/security. Watching UFC 1-6 was an experience, they are still my fav.
Time for a UFC night with the buddies
Fights? I pass (diffuse). Unless my buddies are involved, i avoid.
dsouza - April 28, 2012, 7:18 pm

Anyone try Glace + Wolf?
What were your results?
mika3549 - May 7, 2012, 10:50 am

my best glace phero-bomb combo at work was:
2 drops a314
8 x glace silicone version
3 x TCom
3 x TChar
usually i wear 6 sprays of glace, but when i wore 8, everybody thought i was some kind of
superman. i was just doing my job but they thought i was somehow unreal.
at lunch time one of the guys that i wasnt talking to a lot, just turned to me and started talking,
telling me that hes in the band, how they suck, about all their gigs blah blah blah...
added 1.5 sprays of AM on my way to the shop to get a sandwich and the chick at deli counter just
couldnt concentrate, she kept looking at me, forgot what exactly i ordered
dsouza - May 7, 2012, 12:54 pm

Want I like best about the people on this forum they are all so damn happy go lucky!
xtraspecial - May 14, 2012, 4:18 pm

We're sooo damn happy cuz we found Phermones, but more importantly we learned how to use
them. Life is amazing with them.....its almost like cheating.
Data4 - May 15, 2012, 3:21 am

Happy go lucky... you mean like wearing a heavy dose of copulins and androstenone around middle
aged asian women in a work setting?
Yep. Done it.
CaveCritter - November 14, 2012, 12:45 am

4d FB Glace & 3d Androstadienone @ 20mg/drop

I also had 1d New Pheromone Additive on, but I don't think it contributed to the convo.
Androaura - November 14, 2012, 2:29 pm

(11-14-2012 12:45 AM)CaveCritter Wrote: &nbsp;4d FB Glace & 3d Androstadienone @ 20mg/drop
I'm going to try that one. Sounds quite social.
~

